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Date: 14 April 2021
My ref: MetroWest Phase 1
Your ref:
Contact: James Willcock
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Email:

Estates Manager
National Trust
Heelis
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Swindon SN2 2NA

  

Place Directorate
North Somerset Council
Town Hall
Weston-super-Mare
BS23 1UJ

DX 8411 Weston-super-Mare

Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme (MetroWest Phase 1) - National Trust third (combined) 
offer

Dear   

Thank you for your time on 1 and 13 April 2021, discussing the offers proposed by us, North Somerset 
District Council (NSC). We and Network Rail Infrastructure Limited (Network Rail) found the meetings
very helpful and valuable.  To summarise, there are two offers on the table - the offer made on 17 
March 2021 (Offer 1) and the previous offer made on 11 February 2021 (as clarified further by an email
from me on 12 February 2021) (Offer 2).  

At the first meeting the National Trust indicated that, subject to detailed design and a satisfactory risk 
review, Offer 1 was preferred but, otherwise, Offer 2 could be progressed.

We are now writing to outline the new proposal made during the meetings.

We propose to proceed with revised Offer 1 as set out below subject to confirmation of a risk 
assessment that locating the catch fences on Network Rail land (Revised Offer 1) is as effective as 
locating the catch fences on National Trust land (Offer 2) at protecting the railway against rock falls from 
National Trust land, or if not as effective is nonetheless effective to the reasonable satisfaction of both 
parties.

The risk assessment will be conducted on the following basis: 

The Council will instruct Network Rail to carry out modelling to inform a risk assessment (“the Risk 
Assessment”) to assess whether the Catch Fences (as defined below) are equally as effective or 
more effective than if they were placed on National Trust Land, to protect against the Risk (as 
defined below) or are of such effectiveness to protect against the Risk as to be satisfactory to both 
parties, acting reasonably (with dispute resolution provisions to be set out in the detailed 
agreement).

Prior to giving the instruction referred to above, the Council will provide by email a copy of the 
draft instruction to National Trust and when informing the Risk Assessment, Network Rail shall 
have proper regard to any observations made by National Trust which are reasonable and are 
made within 14 days of receipt of the draft instruction (time being of the essence).
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 The fences to be modelled by the Risk Assessment are as specified: 
  
Rockfall Barrier Barrier Type Height 
1 GBE-500A-R 2m 
2 GBE-500A-R 2m 
3 GBE-100A-R 2m 

 
No further mitigation measures will be considered. 
 

 The modelling will simulate the percentage of rock falls that overtop the barrier or exceed the 
designed impact energy of the fence, risking any onward trajectory towards the railway (“the 
Risk”). 
 

 Network Rail agrees to act in good faith when carrying out the Risk Assessment. 

If the Risk Assessment concludes that the Catch Fences would be equally as (or more) effective to 
protect against the Risk if they are placed on Network Rail land or if not as effective, are nonetheless 
effective to the reasonable satisfaction of both parties, then the parties will proceed with Revised Offer 1 
as outlined below. If the Risk Assessment however concludes that the Catch Fences would be more 
effective from protecting against the Risk if they are placed on National Trust land, or if the detailed 
design shows that the Catch Fences cannot be placed on Network Rail land (because of physical 
constraints), the parties will proceed with Offer 2 as outlined below.   

 

REVISED OFFER 1 – catch fences on Network Rail Land (subject to detailed design)  

1. Geo-technical Measures 

The Project will pay for and arrange for the installation of geo-technical measures on National Trust 
land including rock bolts and rock scaling.  

2. Catch Fences 

In relation to catch fences and rock bolts, we now propose that:  

a) the catch fences will be installed on Network Rail land and that Network Rail will take on the 
ongoing maintenance obligation of the catch fences; and  

b) the rock bolts will continue to be installed on National Trust land but Network Rail will take on 
inspection, repair and renewal of the same. 

3. Quarry Bridge No 2  

a) The height clearance of Quarry Bridge No 2 is to be reduced by the delivery of the culvert 
sleeve infill solution which is subject to achieving GRIP 5 detailed design sign-off by Network Rail 
but will be substantially in accordance with Drawing No. W1097B-ACP-DRG-EST-022201 (Rev 
A02) a copy of which has been provided to the National Trust prior to the date hereof. The 
minimum clearance underneath the bridge will be 140cm in height and 170cm in width.   
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b) The maintenance contribution freed up by the infill solution is to be reallocated to Network Rail 
to fund maintenance, and subsequent renewal, of the proposed catch fences at the end of their 
expected lifecycle.

4. Annual Inspections 

a) Network Rail will carry out annual inspections of National Trust's rock faces and is prepared to 
share these with National Trust. Network Rail is investigating whether the reports may be provided 
on the basis that a duty of care could be owed to National Trust by the organisation preparing the 
report, in which case National Trust would be able to rely on these reports.

b) To enable Network Rail to prepare such reports, National Trust will in turn provide an easement 
(up to the maximum time period permissible within inalienability principles) to Network Rail to allow 
them to enter National Trust's land for inspection purposes and, to the extent necessary, to 
maintain, repair and renew the catch fences on Network Rail's land and the rock bolts on National 
Trust's land.

c) Network Rail has agreed to take on the inspection, repair and renewal of the rock bolts installed 
by the Metrowest programme as part of the geo-technical works referred to above.

5. Future Liability 

Both National Trust and Network Rail will reserve their position on contributions by each other as 
respects the carrying out of any further preventative measures that may be identified as necessary in 
the future or as respects liability in respect of nuisance, negligence or other causes of action relating 
to any rock fall or other incident.

6. Temporary Rights and compensation

a) NSC will make the following payments to National Trust (as set out in the current version of the 
HoTs): 

•

b) National Trust will grant the necessary rights to NSC and/or Network Rail (as appropriate) for which 
the payments are noted above (as per HoTs). 
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c) National Trust will not make any claim for compensation under the national compensation code or 
any compensation of a like nature relating to the altering of the arch of Quarry Bridge No 2, save for 
the avoidance of doubt that this shall not exclude a claim by National Trust for compensation for 
personal injury, death or damage to property (other than damage to Quarry Bridge No.2). 

7. Dormice 

National Trust will agree to the proposed dormouse boxes on its land (to support NSC’s dormouse 
licence application) in the event that dormice are present and the boxes are needed. National Trust 
agrees that no additional payments are required by NSC in relation to dormice except for any physical 
measures such as dormice boxes. 

8. Withdrawal of Objection  

 
On completion of a detailed formal agreement reflecting the terms of this offer, National Trust will: 

a) consent to the inclusion of the current powers proposed in the Order over NT's land;  

b) consent to the reduced height clearance under Quarry Bridge No 2;  

c) withdraw its objection to the DCO; and  

d)  not make any further representations to the DCO Examining Authority without the agreement 
of NSC unless the representations are in response to a request of the Examining Authority.  

 

REVISED OFFER 2 – Catch fences on National Trust land  
 

1. Geo-technical Measures 

a) As with Revised Offer 1, the Project will pay for and will oversee the installation of geo-technical 
measures on National Trust land including rock catch fences, rock bolts and rock scaling (Works). 

b) Upon completion of the rock catch fences, Network Rail will use reasonable endeavours to 
assign any contractor warranties it has secured for the rock catch fences to the National Trust. If 
Network Rail is unable to do so NSC will cover the cost of any defects for one year after practical 
completion of the rock catch fences. 

2. Catch fences 

a) Unlike Revised Offer 1, all of these proposed Works will be located on National Trust land.  

b) Unlike Revised Offer 1, neither NSC nor Network Rail will  be required to make further 
contributions to the certification, inspection, maintenance and renewal of the geo-technical 
measures on National Trust land installed by the Project.  
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3. Quarry Bridge No 2

As with Revised Offer 1: 

a) The height of Quarry Bridge No2 is to be reduced by the delivery of the culvert sleeve infill 
solution which is subject to achieving GRIP 5 detailed design sign-off by Network Rail. NSC and/or 
Network Rail as appropriate will use reasonable endeavours to obtain such sign-off and any other 
consents or permissions required for the delivery of the solution.

Unlike Revised Offer 1: 

b) The maintenance contribution freed up by the infill solution is to be allocated to National Trust 
to fund maintenance and subsequent renewal of the proposed catch fences at the end of their 
expected lifecycle. This will be paid to National Trust by NSC as a one off capital sum of 
(inclusive of VAT (if any is payable)). 

c) The trigger for the payment of the will be the confirmation by NSC to National Trust 
of the award of contracts for the construction of the Project, following Full Business Case & Rail 
Network Enhancement Pipeline approval by the DfT, WECA and NSC; and 

d) Upon NSC confirming the award of the contracts for the construction of the Project, the Council 
will make a single payment to National Trust within 60 days.  

4. Annual Inspections

a. As with Revised Offer 1, Network Rail will carry out annual inspections of National Trust's 
rock faces and is prepared to share these with National Trust. Network Rail is investigating 
whether the reports may be provided on the basis that a duty of care could be owed to 
National Trust by the organisation preparing the report, in which case National Trust would 
be able to rely on these reports.

b. As with Revised Offer 1, to enable Network Rail to prepare such reports, National Trust 
will in turn provide an easement (up to the maximum time period permissible within 
inalienability principles) to Network Rail to allow them to enter National Trust's land for 
inspection purposes and, to the extent necessary, to maintain, repair and renew the catch 
fences on Network Rail's land and the rock bolts on National Trust's land.

c. Network Rail has agreed to take on the inspection, repair and renewal of the rock bolts 
installed by the Metrowest programme as part of the geo-technical works referred to 
above.

5. Future Liability

As with Revised Offer 1, both National Trust and Network Rail will reserve their position on 
contributions by each other as respects the carrying out of any further preventative measures that 
may be identified as necessary in the future or as respects liability in respect of nuisance, negligence 
or other causes of action relating to any rock fall or other incident.
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6. Temporary Rights and compensation 

a. Unlike Revised Offer 1, no additional payments for occupation, access rights and land use 
will be made to National Trust and the one off payment of includes such 
payments. 

b. As with Revised Offer 1, National Trust will grant the necessary rights to NSC and/or 
Network Rail (as appropriate) noted in paragraph 6 (a) of Offer 1 (as per HoTs). 

c. National Trust will not make any claim for compensation under the national compensation 
code or any compensation of a like nature relating to for the altering of the arch of Quarry 
Bridge No 2, save for the avoidance of doubt that this shall not exclude a claim by National 
Trust for compensation for personal injury, death or damage to property (other than Quarry 
Bridge No.2).

7. Dormice

As with Revised Offer 1, National Trust will agree to the proposed dormouse boxes on its land (to 
support NSC's dormouse licence application) in the event that dormice are present, and the boxes 
are needed. National Trust agrees no additional payments are required by NSC in relation to 
dormice except for any physical measures such as dormice boxes.

8. Withdrawal of objections 

On completion of a detailed formal agreement reflecting the terms of this offer, as with Revised 
Offer 1, National Trust will:

a. consent to the inclusion of the current powers proposed in the Order over NT's land;

b. consent to the reduced height clearance under Quarry Bridge No 2;

c. withdraw its objection to the DCO; and

d. not make any further representations to the DCO Examining Authority without the 
agreement of NSC unless the representations are in response to a request of the 
Examining Authority.

The parties recognise the possibility that the Risk Assessment will conclude that the effectiveness of the 
Catch Fences may be enhanced further (or may otherwise be satisfactory to the parties) if they were 
placed in part on National Trust land and in part on Network Rail land. However the parties recognise 
also that it would be difficult to deal properly with such a conclusion in the context of the mechanics of 
installing the Catch Fences and/or the payment provisions and/or the provisions of paragraph 1(b) of 
Revised Offer 2, in advance of the Risk Assessment being available; but if this is the conclusion of the 
Risk Assessment the parties (acting reasonably and in the spirit of the terms of this letter) will endeavour 
to agree such modifications to the proposed detailed agreement as shall be necessary to take account of 
the said conclusion.






